SALES NEWS Issue 74
14th May 1993
Dear Dealer

New Product Statement
As part of Acorn's policy to continually enhance and develop the range of products offered,
the hard disc size of its top of the range A5000 has been increased. The capacity from 120
MBytes, product code ALB24, to 162 MBytes, product code ALB25, at no extra cost.

Description
The A5000 4MB HD162 provides 162 MByte hard disc drive (an increase of 35% in storage
capacity over its predecessor) and 4 MBytes of RAM, enabling even the most sophisticated
application to be easily accommodated and providing storage for even the most extensive data
requirements.
The A5000 4M HD162 is ideal for software development, image processing and other
applications which are highly demanding of memory and disc space.
Fast storage, high resolution graphics and sophisticated third party software makes the A5000
an extremely attractive DTP machine. RISC OS provides superior font technology to other
machines used in this area. Font outlines are used to generate fonts at point sizes limited only
by the application software being used. Valuable disc space is not wasted storing the same font
at different sizes. A wide range of different printer types are supported which include fast,
directly-controlled laser engines, Postscript compatible lasers or dot matrix printers. Detailed
specifications are attached.

Price and Availability
The retail price remains the same as its predecessor ie £1349 exc VAT and stock will be
available at the end of this month. Orders will be transferred from ALB24 to the new code
ALB25.
We look forward to receiving your orders in the near future.
Yours faithfully

SPECIFICATION - A5000 4MB HD 162

*

25 MHZ ARM PROCESSOR, WITH 4 KBYTE CACHE

*

4 MBYTES RAM

*

RISC OS 3 (V3.10) IN 2MBYTES ROM

*

SUPPORT FOR FPA (Floating Point Accelerator)

*

162 MBYTE INTERNAL IDE HARD DISC DRIVE

*

2 MBYTE (unformatted) FLOPPY DISC DRIVE WITH SUPPORT
FOR A SECOND (optional) DRIVE

*

BI-DIRECTIONAL PARALLEL PORT

*

SERIAL PORT

*

8 CHANNEL AUDIO WITH 3.5MM STEREO JACK OUTPUT (for
headphones or personal speakers)

*

4 EXPANSION SLOTS

*

MULTISCAN MONITOR WITH SUPPORT FOR VGA (640 x 480
x 256 colours)

